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VIDEOGAMES
Future games

DANNY GOODMAN, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
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T HE A RRIVAL OF SO-C ALLED T H IR D 

generation home-videogame systems like
the Atari 5200 and Colecovision , plus
Coleco' s announcement of a "fourth
generation" tape -loading peripheral ,
leads me to speculate about what kind of
home videogames we're likely to be play
ing in the late 1980's . I'm not talking
about science-fiction gadgetry-stuff
like holographic projections coming from
your R2-D2 robot. I'm talking about the
application of technologies that we have
today, buried behind locked laboratory
doors-technology that needs only a little
refinem ent to be both pra cti cal and
affordable.

Interactivity between game play and
player will be the area where we will see
the greatest changes in the years ahead.
This interactivity will take many forms.

Late last year, the world was treated to
a glimpse of the interactive future when
Sega/Gremlin (555 Millro se , Los An
geles, CA 90038) demonstrated an arcade
game that superimposed a shoot-' em-up
space chase on a videodisc-scene back
drop that looked like outtakes from a low
budget Star Wars imitation . If a player
successfully hit an alien ship, the disc
would jump to a scene of an explosion in
space. The game play and background are
not particularly well integrated in this ear
ly commercial attempt, but the concept is
a valid one.

Videodi scs, by themsel ves , are just
now offering interactive adventures such
as Murder, Anyone? from Vidmax (36
East 4th St. , Cincinnati, OH 45202). In
that game, the viewer' s response to clues
causes the story to jump from one charact
er's account of the crime to another' s. As
a viewer enters a response into a remote
control keypad, the microprocessor
controlled videodisc player accesses the
proper segment of the disc .

But that ' s nothing compared to the
possibilities of integrating more tradition
al videogame play-screens with the high
resolution effects of a videodisc scene.
With game-console-generated graphics
linked to the videodisc frame counter
(there are 54,000 individually address
able frames on a disc), we might have the
effect of walking down a corridor in an
adventure maze-game . Suddenly a game
generated object-how about a treasure
chest- appears on the floor in the dis
tance. As we walk toward it, the chest, in

FIG. 1

proper perspective, gets larger. When
we' re standing directly in front of the
chest, we have arms (from the disc) reach
down and pick it up. Together, the chest
and arms recede out of sight below the
screen as though we actually had picked it
up. Other game-generated objects could
be picked up by the same disc-generated
arms later in the game.

Another interactive trend we'll see in
volves increased use of our other senses.
Right now, only our senses of sight and
hearing are stimulated by a videogame.
For now, we'll have to live with the
graphics-resolution limitations of the
home color-TV. Better-quality speech
synthesis is about all we can expect from
the current selection of systems. But
stereo sound-effects will be the next step
in attempted realism. For example, we'll
be able to hear enemy ships approaching
from off-screen to the left or right.

Beyond that, the sense of touch opens
the way for game development into the
late 1980' s. Small solenoids will be built
into a hand controller to give your palm a
little ' 'kick" when you catch a fly bali III a
baseball game, or vibration when you're
at the control of a race car.

We can even see special environmental
videogame-chairs that partially enclose
us in a sensory barrage of surround sound
and that have motorized or vibrating seats
to stimulate the sensations of flying a
B-17 through flack or piloting the Mil
lenium Falcon through hyperwarp. Most
joystick-type controls would be in the
armrests; a steering controller and two
foot-pedals would swing in front of us
from one side for games requiring that
kind of control. The enclosure could ade
quately contain vapo~s from scented air

and release them in synchronization with
changing screens. For example, as you
walked through dark, musty caverns of an
adventure maze-game , only your keen
sense of smell would help you distinguish
between several look-alike scenes .

Are these ideas far fetched? Hardly .
Coleco has already demonstrated the
kicking hand controller, but decided to
hold off for a while. And a new company
in the add-on business, Amiga, has
shown a foot-operated floor controller
(the Joyboard, shown in Fig. I) that lets
you stand up and recreate the motions of
skiing down a mountain in conjunction
with a skier's-eye-view of a slalom
course. There' s even a prototype environ
mental chamber that spins you around and
gives you a real sense of motion as you
pilot your craft. Those are but the simple
first steps toward future homebound sim
ulations of real-life and imagined adven
tures.

U.S. Games (1515 Wyatt Drive, Santa
Clara, CA 95054) is dedicated to produc

continued on page 14
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ing videogame cartridges for the entire
family to enjoy. As a result, they stay
away from the heavy artillery shoot-' em
up games and favor those that are easy to
grasp by inexperienced game players,
young and old . Eggoman ia , for one to
fourplayers, is just such a game.

The scenario sets a turkey-like bird
scurrying from side to side along the top
of the screen. As he moves , he drops
green eggs. Each player in turn uses a
paddle controller to position a blue bear at
the bottom of the screen under each egg
and catch it in an upturned hat. Points are
scored for each egg caught. If the bear
should fail to catch an egg, the floor re
ceives a layer of yellow egg yolk . At the
end of each wave of eggs, the tables turn
for about 15 seconds and you activate the
bear to throw eggs back at the dancing
bird . A successful hit is worth points . The
game ends when enough eggs have been
dropped for the yolk to cover up the bear
and his hat.

By keeping most of the screen black ,
the game designer was able to make the
Atari 2600 present a graphically' well
detailed bird character. The bird is filled
with a variety of colors and high resolu
tion crispness that shows up well against
the black background. When you hit the
bird with an egg , the bird loses its feath
ers, revealing polka-dot underwear; his
top feathers turn into a beanie-like pro
peller that help his scrawny wings lift him
up and out of the screen .

As you can see, the graphics are meant
to be entertaining. And the sound, too , is
gea red toward keeping kids amused.
Three different musical tunes, intermixed
with cheep s and other bird sounds , spark
up the action in places .

One design feature of the game makes
E g g o m a n i a diffi cult-perh ap s
frustrating-at the highe r levels . You
can 't just sweep the bear and hat quickly
across the screen to catch a horizont al
string of eggs. There appears to be just a
very small zone around the hat that allows
you to catch an egg successfully. There
will be many times when you' ll think you
should have caught an egg for sure , yet
wind up knee-deep in yolk.

Eggo mania begs comparison with a
similar catchin g game called Kab oom
from Activision. If you prefer cute music
and cartoons, then Eggomania is the one
to get. But if build ing game skill is your
goal, Kaboom is a better choice .

CBS Video Games' Wizard
of Wor for Atari 2600

CIRCLE 102 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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As versatile as the Atari 2600 has pro
ven to be over the years, the machine has
limitations in graphics and sound. There
is only so much that even the genius game
designer will be able to accomplish with a
standard cartridge game. Wizard of Wor
from CBS Video Games (Long Meadow
Road, Hagerstown, MD 21740), is one of
those games whose ambitions fell prey to
the 2600 's stumbling blocks.

The original Wizard of Wor.was a mod
estly successful Midway arcade game of
the pre-Pac-Man eril that put great de
mands on the player' s peripheral vision
and coordination. One or two players can
each control a " worrier" armed with a
laser blaster. Worriors search a dungeon
maze for numerous enemies, some com
pletely visible, others visible only at
times . All enemies , whether visible or
not , are tracked on a radar screen.

Beginning with wave two, after you've
cleared the enemies from the dungeon,
yet another super-swift enemy, the Wor
luk, tries to escape the dungeon , and
will- unless your worrior can shoot him
first. After that (on random waves) the

Wizard of Wor appears and hurls light
ning bolts at your WOITior. Shooting the
elusive Wizard before he escapes nets
pla yer s a du ngeon-s haking gra phics
display-and a ton of points .

The difficulties in putting this game
into a 2600 cartr idge are many. One of the
challenging features of the original was
that in advanced waves, the maze walls
were partially invisible , leading to a suc
cession of " pits, " or large sections of the
maze with invisible walls. In CBS's ver
sion, there are only two maze-layouts that
alternate between waves .

More disturbing during game play on
the CBS vers ion is excess ive flicker
caused by having so many moving objects
on the screen at once. As you slowly
eliminate enemies, the remaining images
become more solid. But until that time, it
is very difficult to keep your eye on the
dimly lit enemies and the radar screen at
the same time.

The only graphics salvation is the dis
play when you hit the Wizard. Instead of a
colorful fireworks display, the screen
flashes in black and white for a sur
prisingly eerie effect.

There are many other elements of the
original that were left out of the 2600
version, although they were well cap
tured in Astrocade 's Incredible Wizard
version. But even on its own merit,
CBS's Wizard ofWor does not contribute
to the state of the art for the latest 2600
cartridges . R-E

' 'Yes, I bu il t this co mp uter f ro m
scratch-$1,435 worth of scratch ."




